
97 – Spaniard and Indian Produce a Mestizo 

Attributed to Juan Rodriguez Juarez. C. 1715 C.E. Oil on canvas 

 “pinturas de castas” – caste paintings: This genre of painting attempts to capture 

reality, yet they are largely fictions 
o Typically, casta paintings display a mother, father, and a child (sometimes two). This 

family model is possibly modeled on depictions of the Holy Family showing the Virgin 

Mary, saint Joseph, and Christ as a child 

 Casta paintings are often labeled with a number and a textual inscription that documents the 

mixing that has occurred. The numbers and textual inscriptions on casta paintings create a racial 

taxonomy, akin to a scientific taxonomy. In this way, casta paintings speak to Enlightenment 

concerns, specifically the notion that people can be rationally categorized based on their ethnic 

makeup and appearance 

 They are commonly produced in sets of sixteen, but occasionally we see sixteen vignettes on a 

single canvas.  
o Costume, accouterments, activities, setting, and flora and fauna all aid in racially labeling 

the individuals within these works 

 The first position of the casta series is always a Spanish man and an elite Indigenous woman, 

accompanied by their offspring: a mestizo, which denotes a person born of these two parents 
o As the casta series progresses and the mixing increases, some of the names used in casta 

paintings to label people demonstrate social anxiety over inter-ethnic mixing and can 

often be pejorative 

 Casta paintings convey the perception that the more European you are, the closer to the top of the 

social and racial hierarchy you belong 

 Content:  
o simple composition, with a mother and father flanking two children, one of whom is a 

servant carrying the couple’s baby. The indigenous mother, dressed in a beautiful huipil 

(traditional woman’s garment worn by indigenous women from central Mexico to parts 

of Central America) with lace sleeves and wearing sumptuous jewelry 
o he wears French-style European clothing including a powdered wig 

 Patronage and why? 

o little is known about the patrons of casta paintings in general. Yet, we can infer to a 

degree who might have commissioned such paintings. Because casta paintings reflect 

increasing social anxieties about inter-ethnic mixing, it is possible that elites who claimed 

to be of pure blood, and who likely found the dilution of pure-bloodedness alarming, 

were among those individuals who commissioned casta paintings 
o Viceroy and other elite had them and even sent some to Spain 
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